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Renault Megane 250 AIRTEC induction kit fitting guide. 

Please allow 2 - 3 hours for fitting. 

 

Kit includes: 

1x Induction shield 

1x AIRTEC foam filter 

1x Hard pipe 

 

All relevant fittings / fixings are secured into place before shipping.  

Please check before fitting.  
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1. Remove wiper blades, scuttle panel and vent pipe cover, this will give you access to 

standard air box. To remove, both are clipped into place, give a firm pull to remove. 

 

2. Remove the battery and battery tray by disconnecting the negative terminal first, then the 

positive terminal. Remove the black battery strap securing battery into place and lift the 

battery out. 

 

3. Unbolt the ECU mounting bracket located at the front of the battery tray, unbolt the 

electrical distribution blocks located at the back of the battery tray. Remove the mounting 

bolt located on the side of the battery tray, attached to the fuse box. Remove the free 

bolts in the base of the battery tray, this will now allow you to lift the battery tray out. 

 

4. Remove induction pipe from standard air box by carefully pulling the pipe out from the 

base of air box, loosen the jubilee clip on the turbo inlet pipe and remove the pipe from 

the air box, once removed unbolt the securing bolt onto strut tower. 

 

5. Remove the standard air box and secure in a safe place.  

Please note: stock air box is located on push fit rubbers, this will require a hard firm pull 

forwards to be released from its mounts. 

 

6. Now time to install your new induction kit. 

 

7. Install new shield, metal push fit pushes into original air box fixing. Use bolt provided with 

purple rubber mounting bush to fix to original body fixing.  

Please note: Do not install filter yet, this is installed in step 9. 

 
 

BOLT ON 

PUSH IN 
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8. Install new hard pipe into turbo inlet pipe.  

 
 

9. Push new AIRTEC filter onto hard pipe and check for clearance.  

 

10. Tighten all jubilee clips and ensure everything is tight and secure. 

 

11. Install battery tray and battery by following the instructions in reverse. 

 

12. Before taking the car for a test drive, double check everything is fitted back into place 

correctly and secure. 

 


